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                    Abstract

Although far from plentiful, churchwardens' accounts survive for pre‐Reformation England in greater numbers than for any other contemporary west European country. It is only in recent years, however, that they have attracted the attention of historians seeking a better understanding both of English parish life and of the broader mores of fifteenth‐ and early sixteenth‐century society. The use made of them has nevertheless proceeded on assumptions that may be questioned. This essay is based on a close scrutiny of, admittedly, only a few urban accounts but seeks to establish a safer methodology for future study. It first uncovers and considers some of the pitfalls inevitably encountered when using churchwardens' accounts. Ironically, a clearer impressions of their limitations prompts, second, a number of fresh observations about the structure of pre‐Reformation parish government. This emerges as more complex than ordinarily assumed hitherto, with officials other than and often superior to churchwardens in charge of more sophisticated and more competent regimes than churchwardens' accounts may, at first sight, suggest.
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